2012, Oct 26

Friday Night Hard News Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH FRIDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “HARD NEWS ON FRIDAY” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening:
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
Skype:
Website:
Meditation:

Angelsu
530-413-9537 [line 1]
530-513-6472 [line 2, 3]
888-429-5471
Toll Free in North America
BBSradio2
www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
Angelsu

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● A listener-supported radio station
● We need $ 240 for this week! We have been caught up for several weeks now –
thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
● Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
● NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS
T & R: ● Rent [$900] is due on Nov 9th.
● $250 for a new printer, including shipping [current printer uses way too much ink!]
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
● Please notify them if you're sending something: koran999@comcast.net
● Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● phone contact is via MariettaRobert: 317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
● To help with food: go back to Whole Foods
505- 992-1700 [Santa Fe #]
To get a gift card for Ram D. Berkowitz - see a link on the website below
https://premium.vcdelivery.com/wholefoods/gissgiftcard.aspx

Hard News:
R: we are making it through this moment with flying colours in spite of the “stuff” going on!
T: I have made a bunch of mistakes every single day, but I have been true to my path and the American
people the whole time – Obama's comments, played by Rachel Maddow
R: each passing day and the truth is not told about 9/11, other events pale in comparison as there is no
closure
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● Says in last 24 – 48 hours, something has changed, and has to do with Carolyn Kennedy, Bill Clinton and B
Obama; they know how this game is played. Jack will be back which has to do with the conclusion,
end of Mayan calendar.
● Nibiru is there; what he has experienced is NOT what people are talking about; story is about
ascension and not extinction kinds of events.
● Kerry Cassidy's stories are not the true story: lots of fear porn stories about Mother's ship
● Mother's children are literally shitting bricks and cleaning house; since the time they broke
through the Scorpi black hole 450 billion years ago is just a blink of time; there are beings here
that are millions and billions of years older than that – what is happening is exposure of a group of
13 families who want to buy the planet which is not for sale, the story is about Ascension.
● People want excitement and turned Wall Street into a gambling casino and now we will return to
boring banking! Bring up Angelca Merkel, and re-hypothecation of gold and other subjects.
● In this hypothetical situation, 144,000 x 144,000 x 144,000 have the power to overturn the .5 million
life forms or so on; they cannot hypothecate [a Max Keiser term from the financial world]
themselves out of the story any more
T: Calling for auditing of Germany's gold in the Bundesbank; US bank in 1952, there was an audit of gold
in US
R: the real gold is with St. Germain who will give it to the right folks who will get the job done.
Ed Schultz show: Dick Durbin, John Nichol – on Romney so desperate will lie through his teeth on
everything; Ed has a short fuse! His dander is up over the rape issue: is on wrong side of Romney's
story, so is laying out how they are lying & that Obama bringing up what needs to be discussed
● In the next few days, things will transform with the astrology – not about war, but peace.
What is not about peace is coming up T: 41 people killed in Afghanistan – dressed as a police man and got through 4 checkpoints and blew
himself up in a mosque. Every single war has been instigated by the US. Part of privatizing the
whole planet.
Audio: Max Keiser's Report [KR358] Keiser Report: Goodbye, German Gold?

We discuss how it is that Gordon Brown’s Bottom turned into an audit the gold movement in
Germany. They also discuss the mother of all bond bubbles getting set to burst and all that will be
left in the Bank of England ‘gold’ vaults are a big pile of gilts. In the second half of the show,
Max Keiser talks to Dominic Frisby, author of Life After the State, about Germany’s gold
quest, the future of relations between the US and Germany if the gold is not there and about
‘life after the state.’

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=RjQu9qFpStw
Database confirms Max Keiser Guest statement

The biggest challenge of the BullionBars database is knowing what questions to ask of
the data warehouse; at any given time there are a number of research streams in progress
– but these do take time to build and mature. The biggest advantage (of having a huge
chunk of data there) is the ability to run very quick random checks on anything barrelated. Today, Screwtape Files bolsters support for a particular story. Brought to my
attention by Bron Suchecki this morning was a Max Keiser interview where guest
Dominic Frisby makes a comment regarding Chinese gold bars (ref 20:30-21:15):
Dominic Frisby, Author/Writer
(edited for clarity) “… I had dinner about a year or two ago with the head of Gold at
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HSBC and one of the things that he described — and most of the world’s gold goes through
HSBC, at some stage — looking at the gold in his vault … despite the fact that China is the
biggest producer – he never sees bars, with Chinese stamps on them …”
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THIS OBSERVATION IS SUPPORTED BY THE DATA WE HAVE ON RECORD.
In the database I found ZERO matches for Chinese-manufactured gold bars in the GLD
records, and also extended the query to see if other vaults had any. I was mildly surprised
to find NONE … surprising because our current gold sample size includes data from not
just HSBC London vault, but also Royal Canadian Mint and Via Mat (London, Hong
Kong and Zurich). Worth mentioning that although our database is large, there are still
some data sets we have not yet loaded (like the Julius Baer Precious Metals Fund data,
for example) so the conclusion is not yet complete. If I do find some ChineseManufactured Gold Bars in subsequent data records I will update this post, but since
GLD is the grand-daddy of all ETF’s I expect the ‘zero’ result will likely extend to all
other result sets. At time of writing, the current size of the WAREHOUSE_GOLD table is
34 million rows (also note our data does not comprehensively account for the entire vault
contents – we are only able to reference what is provided in the bar lists we download).
So my test result currently confirms the statement from the interview – namely that the
HSBC vault contains no Chinese gold bars. This seems to directly support the idea that
China may be keeping the lion’s share of gold output from their refineries, and is also
consistent with FOFOA’s ideas about China and Gold. Interesting – I had never noticed
the absence of Chinese gold bars.
T: have heard a rumour that a prison ship on west coast sank – which means that a whole bunch of
people / banksters have died – Rama has not been able to confirm this Caller: Hurricane Sandy seems to be turning from the east coast; AA Michael asking all to
meditate; Romney's speech in DC is cancelled;
T:

Seems that Bloomberg has plans to evacuate NYC: a storm from Canada, one from the mid- west,
and hurricane Sandy supposed to converge in a super storm on NYC – this is planned! This is
about creating havoc – so stay strong in your being

● Berlesconi was arrested, then freed on bail, but convicted of tax evasion – got one year off already;
is appealing it. There are several sets of indictments coming at him, and he keeps saying it is a
witch hunt – but he is going down.
Caller: thought the storm from the start was a put-up job – there is a lot of evidence in NYC
T: Not an issue as there are duplicates on the ship – it cannot be hidden!
Caller: Cannot evacuate NYC – no way to move so many people!
T: Bloomberg one of the insiders
Caller: Guiliani and Trump – they will get out – we need help from galactics and Mother
T: the storm path is strange: went to Haiti and then up the coast of eastern US
Caller: talking of newscasters who cannot predict weather for tomorrow yet knowing where this one is
going??
T: discussing first debate: Obama knew he was being punked! He can play triple chess, like they do on the
ships – he did a 39 hour stint over 4 time zones without stopping!
● Jennifer Granholm at the top of her show: dressed up as a general – fighting for every last vote,
every last precinct – Obama is being deployed across 4 states – gives the times in military terms
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T: reads the entire transcript – Current TV Wed pm, Jennifer Granholm's program “The War Room”
“The Democratic army is on the march! We are fighting for every last county, every last precinct,
every last vote! We are going into battle here, people! Suit up and get ready to roll out!” says
Jennifer Granholm, who is suited and booted and ready for battle.
Chris Lehane, Democratic strategist and former press secretary for Al Gore’s presidential
campaign, joins Granholm in “The War Room” to discuss the final push to get out the vote and the
campaign ground game in the final sprint to Election Day.
T: Reads notes from Eliot Spitzer from Current TV, Oct 24 – US is now #2 in oil production - Once
Obama gets in, there will be other kinds of fuel sources.
Obama tough on oil? We’re headed to No. 1

by Viewpoint Staff

October 24, 2012

The United States is on track to becoming the world’s top producer of oil, despite Republican
complaints that President Obama won’t let U.S. companies pump it. read post
Dependence on foreign oil has dropped to lowest level since 1995. Pres does not control the oil prices
because the banking cartels around the world set the prices. Massive surge in oil production . . .
On prime time TV: Ed's show – that Romney made profit off the auto bailout – story of Delphi the
company which supplies parts to GM - $12.9 billion he made

Audio: http://www.hbo.com/#/real-time-with-bill-maher/episodes/0/264-episode/index.html
Guests: Rep. Barney Franks (D; MD); Eliot Spitzer; Chrystia Freeland; Michael Steele; Nate Silver
[Tara's insert: 1.2 MILLION RAPES in US last year: 30,000 + pregnancies as a result ]

Audio:

KPFK program - Greg Palast: Billionaires and Ballot Bandits – this is a repeat of the

Reading:

Chapter 1/short reading : The Mayan Factor: Pathway Beyond Technology – Jose Arguelles

Closing:

Rainbird
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